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ACROSS

3 Carl Jung believed the psyche exists in three parts: the ____, the personal unconscious and the collective unconscious.
6 Lenin is now ____ in a mausoleum on Moscow’s Red Square.
9 Famous Australian eye doctor who was born in New Zealand.
11 Lenin demonstrated a chilling ____ for the suffering of his fellow countrymen.
13 Namatjira and his wife were granted this in 1957.
16 Part of Lenin’s original name.
17 Initially Russian reformers wanted to replace this with a liberal democracy akin to France and Great Britain.
21 Patrick ____ is a famous Australian writer and the first Australian to receive the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1973.
22 Another name for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
23 Ham ____ a famous Australian play.
24 Nation in Africa where Fred Hollows developed inexpensive facilities to save eyesight.

DOWN

1 Original first name of Albert Namatjira.
2 One of America’s most important composers
4 The Vietnam War was largely ____
5 Porgy and ____ a famous folk opera.
7 Smith claimed that this angel visited him.
8 Lenin attempted to translate the philosophy of this person into a blueprint for actually governing a communist state.
10 Ruled Russia after masterminding a Communist/Bolshevik take-over of power.
12 Smith translated a holy book written on gold plates into the Book of ____
14 One of Australia’s most famous Aboriginal painters.
15 One of the founders of modern psychology.
18 Brigham ____ moved the Mormon church to Salt Lake City.
19 Candidate for the presidency of the USA who is a mormon.
20 Joseph ____ is the founder of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.